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I Will Marry When I
Aubrey Plaza has revealed she is married to her long-term partner Jeff Baena.The 36-year-old actress has confirmed she and Jeff have tied the knot after a decade together, as she referred to him as ...
Aubrey Plaza confirms marriage to partner of 10 years
Multiple award-winning Ghanaian blogger and social media marketer, Zionfelix real name Felix Adomako Mensah has sarcastically revealed that he is willing to settle down with his girlfriend Minalyn ...
I will marry when those pressuring me decide to sponsor my wedding – Zionfelix
MY husband wants us to repair our marriage for the sake of our daughter but I’m now in love with another man. I’m 35 and have been married to a guy of 38 for nine years. He’s a ...
Husband wants to repair our marriage but I am already in love with another man
The house of lesbian activists Phyllis Lyons and Del Martin has been granted landmark status. They had been together more than 50 years, and were the first gay wedding in San Francisco.
Hilltop home of first lesbian couple to legally marry in San Francisco will become a landmark to protect it from demolition
This week the Mirror's agony aunt, Coleen Nolan, advises a woman who is anxious about meeting the man she has been dating online since January because he has only seen her from the waist up on a scree ...
'I'm terrified of what my online date will think of me when we meet in person'
Two years ago, I got married and took my husband’s last name, adopting my original surname as my middle name and dropping my birth-given middle name altogether. My husband seemed mostly apathetic ...
I Changed My Name When I Got Married, & I’ve Felt Weird About It Ever Since
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW recently showed an item an expert struggled to put a price on - an old, wooden duck. And it prompted a rather unique exchange with one of the BBC show's guests.
Antiques Roadshow guest refuses to sell wooden duck ‘What if I offered £5,000?’
I have decided to write about their divorce because I strongly believe in family values, and I think marriage plays a great role in shaping and fostering those values. The divorce also brought home to ...
Of pretence in marriage, politics, Bill and Melinda Gates divorce
Africa Magic premiered a new television series titled “Baby Drama”. It is a drama that revolves around the lives of five women who deal with the reality of how a baby or - lack of one - affect their ...
Nollywood stars speak on childless marriage as “Baby Drama” premieres
Jennifer Aniston and Paul Rudd only dated for a brief time — but the break-up didn't make on-screen kissing awkward.
Jennifer Aniston Made It Clear She Didn’t Mind Kissing Ex Paul Rudd On-Screen: ‘I’ve Kissed Him For Years’
Real Housewives of New Jersey's Dolores Catania says her costar Teresa Giudice's boyfriend, Luis Ruelas, is 'an angel' — watch the exclusive video ...
RHONJ’s Dolores Catania Is ‘Really Optimistic’ That Teresa Giudice Will Marry Luis Ruelas
Dwyane Wade and Gabrielle Union are opening up about how they make their relationship work. The Wades covered PEOPLE Magazine this week and dished on how they maneuver marriage and their expectations ...
Dwyane Wade on successful marriage to Gabrielle Union: ‘I know when to shut up’
The'Youth' actor shares that the arrival of the baby has added to their joy as they get ready to complete one year of marriage. Watch the video for more ...
Akshay Waghmare: I am excited to begin the journey of fatherhood
California is one of only 11 states that has no minimum age requirement for marriage. But weak data collection laws mean we don’t know exactly how many minors are married, or their ages, or the ...
Bill asks: How many children marry in California?
Disha Parmar has spoken on how she responded when boyfriend Rahul Vaidya proposed to her for marriage. She recalled that there were 'a lot of emotions'.
Disha Parmar reveals her response when Rahul Vaidya proposed to her for marriage: 'I was crying, happy, surprised'
Katie Price has said her marriage to Carl Woods will be different to her other three trips down the aisle as she plans to legally change her name for the first time.
Katie Price reveals she will legally change her name after she marries Carl Woods later this year
TOM JONES has admitted his late wife Linda Trenchard's criticism was "always right" as he questioned his honesty with himself over the years.
Tom Jones says late wife’s criticism was ‘always right’ amid warning: ‘Am I being honest?’
Shahid Kapoor’s mom Neliima Azeem recently revealed that her divorce from Pankaj Kapur was painful as she didn't want to go through with it.
Shahid Kapoor’s mom Neliima Azeem opens up on divorce with Pankaj Kapur, says ‘I didn’t decide fo separate’
Thomas Turgoose was a troubled kid before he joined 'This Is England', later hitting the booze big time. He details his long road to happiness ...
‘This Is England’ star Thomas Turgoose: “I was a little shit when I was a kid – but now I’m a man”
The ongoing lockdown in Delhi was on Sunday extended up to May 17 morning with Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal announcing stricter measures like suspension of Metro train services and prohibition of ...
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